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Real and apparent power 
Edited by Fausto Martin       

The calculation of power for cold cathode transformers (generally called neon transformers ) is often a point of 

contention because of their low power factor, which is unjustly neglected. It is considered useful to give some 

information of a general nature, referring to the texts of Theoretical Electrical those who would like a more 

complete discussion.     

The active po w er absorbed by the transformers is shown in the catalogue, as well as the effective current, 

which also appears in the plate.    

Calculating the power by multiplying voltage and current is incorrect: the value obtained is not Watt (W), but 

Volt-Ampere (VA). Active power, measured in watts, is obtained by multiplying the value in VA for the 

po w er facto r which, in our case, is about 0 .55. Active power coincides with the real power only for resistive 

loads (power factor equal to one). 

 

The reductio n o f curren t co n s um ptio n is obtained using the capacitor, that absorbs the reactive 

component of current and brings the power factor of the transformer to values close to 1. Any value greater 

than 0 .90 is a good power factor correction. Is not permitted to mount capacitor larger than necessary; in 

other words, the current must always "lag" the voltage.  

The relationship between real power, reactive power and apparent power can be expressed by representing the 

quantities as vectors. Real power is represented as a horizontal vector and reactive power is represented as a 

vertical vector. The apparent power vector is the hypotenuse of a right triangle formed by connecting the real and 

reactive power vectors.  

The power factor is the ratio of real power to apparent power is called power factor and is a number always between 

0 and 1. Engineers care about this because even though the current associated with reactive power does no work at 

the load, it heats wires. Conductors, transformers and generators must be sized to carry the total current, not just 

the current that does useful work.  
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Here below you will find the formulas for:  

and  

ACTIVE POWER

 

APPARENT POWER
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